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Abstract
The denouncement of some properties of key management systems based on X.509 is growing in several last
years. This article briefly summarises problematic features of X.509 standard. It is followed by description of
key management system based on symmetric key infrastructure. The proposed scheme does not reject public key
cryptography completely but is able to use it for authentication purposes. This proposed system is able to fully
replace X.509 key management systems in most application environments. The key management system is
followed by a communication protocol allowing secure message exchange and it is also utilised for key
management procedures. The scheme is currently being implemented so the design as introduced can not be
treated as detailed and complete.
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1 Introduction
It is crucial to return to the beginning and put questions why we are using key management systems based on
X.509 (PKI from now on), while analysing problems related to PKI. The original idea – existence of a kind of
yellow pages containing public key certificates turned out to be infeasible. There was an attempt for a printed
register of certification authorities but it did not spread [x]. The main idea of PKI is to use trusted third party
(replacement of yellow pages) for verification of principle‘s identity and its binding with a public key. Important
presumption of X.509 approving was creation of world-wide system of unique names – distinguished names
(DN). The original proposal did not expect any problems with DN ambiguity, because there was supposed
existence of just one root certification authority. The same assumption eliminated problems with verification of
certificates issued in different certification domains because there was just one such domain. There should be
just one certification authority that is simply trustworthy.
Trustworthiness of a certificate is usually implied by certification policy that may be, but often is not part of
each of the certificates. We make the certificate verification procedure simpler by not entering that attribute in
the certificate, but it is necessary to set trustworthiness of each root certification authority manually. Certificates
issued by commercial certification authorities contain only basic attributes (validity of verification key, purpose
applicable on the certificate) that are easily verifiable. The operations with public keys and their certificates
performed nowadays deny original ideas of PKI.
It is not surprising that there exist several attempts to change PKI or replace public key cryptography with
symmetric one entirely. Let us take a look at the weakest link of PKI to define a set of mechanisms necessary for
replacing it. The weakest point is represented by registration authorities and their clerks that verify certification
requests. The only security mechanisms allowing control of the activity consist of paper records and copies of
documents, i.e. paper logging.
The question arising in the given context is possibility to realise key management some other way. We can ask if
it is possible to realise key management just with primitives of symmetric cryptography. A proposal from
Christianson, Crispo, and Malcolm appeared in 2000 [14]. It contains mechanisms that are sufficient to realise
some of functional properties of key management.
The most important limitation of symmetric mechanisms lies in the sharing of a key between two principals.
This sharing disables non-repudiation property for messages exchanged between those two parties. We will
solve the problem by routing all messages by several independent principals that in pairs share symmetric keys.
Consistent logging of the communication passing through each subject allows not only to detect fraudulent
behaviour but also find the originator of such behaviour.
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2 PKI Properties
PKI is fully determined by a trusted third party (certification authority) that fully defines security properties of
the key management system. This fact brings advantages implied by the existence of security domain and “full”
trust inside the domain. On the other side, failure of TTP forbids to conduct even the basic functions of key
management. If a certificate owner wanted to spread information about his certificate non-validity without TTP,
he would not be even able to determine the set of subjects using his certificate.
PKI allows local verification of certificates/signatures without on-line access to certification authority. However,
it is necessary to communicate with TTP (revocation authority) or to have access to the site with valid CRLs,
when verifying certificates. Existing schemes using revocation authority violate principle stating that signer
must be able to provide all information necessary for the signature verification. The on-line access to revocation
authority may overload TTP’s servers.
Unique identification of certificate owner is the necessary condition for certificate issuance. We do not see a
problem in the relationship between TTP and certificate owner, but between signer and signature verifier. Do
you know exact information identifying your partner? Rivest and others proposed solution by name uniqueness
in a certain context. This approach breaks importance of the domain defined by certification authority and
creates new domains around users not respecting any borders.
The non-repudiation is the most important advantage of asymmetric cryptography and there is no such an
elegant mechanism able to replace it.
Other disadvantages of PKI are described in many articles. The main problem is implementation of key-pair
revocation when there is a problem of decentralisation introduced by independent usage of public key
certificate. It is a typical example of temporary PKI implementations schizophrenia. They are trying to gain
advantage from public key cryptography and on the other side they force users to perform all procedures with an
on-line communication with TTP. It results in all existing disadvantages. There is a high load of TTP and it is
not possible to initiate any procedure by TTP because the existing decentralisation does not allow TTP to know
sets of users dependent on public keys.

3 Properties of symmetric key management
When we create a key management system based on symmetric cryptography, we are able to preserve most good
properties of PKI and at the same time obtain a functionality not possible in PKI systems.
1. Revocation of symmetric keys is simple, because each owner of a key knows who else is using the
shared key. This is sufficient to define a mechanism for direct notification. When using asymmetric
keys it is necessary to act through TTP and hope that verifiers will be able to connect to the TTP to
obtain information about key revocation. The whole procedure is much more complicated, indirect,
slower, and with lower reliability – it is necessary to promote on-line revocation authority.
2. PKI (according to its motivation) allows local certificate verification. The praxis, however, demands
on-line access to the TTP because accredited certification authorities must provide bullet-proof
certificate verification in the moment of signature checking. Symmetric key management reduces the
problem because a key is either valid or was explicitly declared as revoked.
3. Usage of asymmetric algorithms forbids anyone (including TTP) to masquerade for some other
certificate owner (however, this is ensured only by administrative security and paper documents in the
case of TTP!). The bad news is that there is no forward secrecy in the existing schemes and we feel it as
a severe weakness. Backward secrecy is ensured only by TTPs through logging and audits against
physical records. We are able to provide forward secrecy very easily in symmetric key management
schemes.
4. Regarding non-repudiation, there is no easy solution. We propose a procedure based on a special
communication scheme in the following paragraphs. The scheme assumes routing of each message by
several intermediate nodes. Each message is secured with a key shared by sender and receiver and with
keys shared by neighbour communication nodes. This combination allows unique determination of the
message originator.
5. Asymmetric keys offer locality of trust unreachable by symmetric cryptography. Symmetric algorithms
offer either relation of two principals or sharing of a key among more entities. The latter situation
decreases probability to find originator of messages and overall security of the scheme.
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PKI has definite advantage of easier authentication originated from the existence of public key. We are able to
provide all other properties with symmetric key algorithms. The most difficult is non-repudiation that must be
supported by communication logging by mutually untrusting (independent) parties. The parties may be
represented by e.g. firewalls placed on borders of security domains.
When we agree on the assumption that key management is simpler with symmetric cryptographic algorithms we
can implement most parts of key management with symmetric algorithms. Public key cryptography may be used
where it is more convenient for authentication because of requirements on non-existence of physical contact or
to minimise of KDC influence.

4 Design of Symmetric Key Management
We understand key management system as a set of domains with a binary relation. That binary relation
represents existence of shared secret between pairs of principals. Each secret key may have a symmetric public
key that can be publicly distributed. Public keys are used for verification of relation validity between two
particular principals.
Domains (defined by the principals) are mutually identifiable by secret key and name of the principal {H(KAX | IDA), IDA}. The existing implementation of key management system uses authorisation server (AS)
with functionality of KTC. There is created a shared secret between AS and a new domain when adding the new
domain into the key management system. AS is able to remove a domain from the system to block its ability to
send and forward messages. Strong role of the AS allows to spread information about exclusion of the domain to
all other principals in the binary relation with the affected domain.
Each domain is able to operate as a communication point – mirror – functioning as a message transceiver.
Messages consist from data with MAC value computed with the key shared between sender and receiver. The
second part contains MAC computed by a key of neighbour principals. This MAC value changes as the message
moves through net of principals. Each mirror securely logs the message, checks correctness of the MAC (created
with a shared key it possesses) and generates a new second part of the message MACed with a key shared with
the following mirror or final recipient.

4.1

Certificates

We create new shared secret between two domains, when adding a new domain into the scheme. In the most
simple example, we can use the following certificates:
{IDA, IDB, IDAS, SSAB}Kas
{IDA, IDB, IDAS, SSAB}Kbs
where A, B are domains, AS is an authorisation server SSXY is shared secret and KXY are shared symmetric keys.
That basic scheme allows AS to follow all communication between principals A and B. This negative effect can
be partially eliminated with a more sophisticated scheme based on public key agreement scheme.

4.2

Key Agreement

Key agreement is the crucial process to be done during introduction of a new principal into the scheme. There
are basically three ways how to do it:
1. physical contact with each principal I want to share a secret with – infeasible in many cases
2. use symmetric cryptography to make use of KDC or KTC to create a new share – that TTP (AS in our
scheme) is able to decrypt all the communication between pairs of principals
3. use an asymmetric key agreement scheme while TTP is used to confirm identity of the so far mutually
anonymous principals – TTP would have to mediate all communication relations to hide its fraudulent
behaviour
We believe that the third option is the most appropriate. We can use the biggest advantage of asymmetric
cryptography, when private keys do not have to be transmitted over unsecured channel.
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4.2.1

DH Key Agreement Scheme

The basic protocol is very simple, let us assume that A and B are the principals to agree on a shared secret and
AS is the authorisation server. There exists public modulus N for modular arithmetic operations and G as a
generator.
A->B: GXa mod N
B->A: GXb mod N
First two messages may be exchanged directly between A and B. That is followed by secure exchange of
information that can be derived from the created shared secret. We can use any secure protocol involving trusted
third party. The following lines show Denning Sacco protocol (variation of the flawed Needham-Schroeder
protocol) [16, pg. 47], where the hash (and second hash) of shared secret is used for the freshness property of the
authentication.
A->S: {IDA, IDB, H2(GXaXb) }
S->A: {IDB, KAB, H2(GXaXb), {IDA, KAB, H2(GXbXa)}KBS}KAS
A->B: {IDA, KAB, H2(GXbXa)}KBS
B->A: {H(GXaXb)}KAB
Where KAS and KBS are actual shared keys between A – AS and B – AS, respectively. KAB is a session key used
just for this message exchange. GXbXa is the shared secret, where mod N operation is assumed implicit.
The TTP has at least one additional task during this procedure. We need each of the principal to have a binary
relation with several other principals. There are several schemes suitable for that data exchange. We can name
e.g. …
TTP should ask appropriate principals to create new relations whenever necessary. This requirement may arise
when a new principal is introduced into the scheme and also, when the number of principals/domains increases.
4.2.2

RSA encryption

A and B has generated an RSA key pair (PK, SK). There is also a key shared between principals A/B and AS.
What follows is an outline of how the shared secret is
A->S: {IDA, IDB, PKA, T}KAS
S->B: {IDA, IDB, IDAS, PKA, T}Kbs – secret key certificate as described above
B->A: RSA{IDB, IDA, T, RB, PKB}PKA
A->B: RSA{IDA, IDB, T, RA}PKB
A, B: H(RA) xor H(RB)
This is just an outline of what should be exchanged by the protocol. T is a freshness information and RSA{X}K
is an RSA operation (encryption of signing) with key K on data X. xor is bitwise operation on two binary
numbers.

4.3

Message Transmission

Security of message transmission is based on shared secrets. Let us assume that A and B are sender and receiver
of a message respectively, and M1, … Mn are mirrors that provide message forwarding. SSXY,i is an i-th secret
shared between principals X and Y. KXY,i is i-th symmetric key between principals X and Y. Let H be a
cryptographic MAC function and SM be keyed hash of a message M.
The first step toward sending a message is generation of a new shared key and a new shared secret.
KAB,i=H(0 | SSAB,i), SSAB,i+1=H(1 | SSAB,i)
KAM1,i=H(0 | SSAM1,i), SSAM1,i+1=H(1 | SSAM1,i)
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This procedure of shared secret generation is used for message authentication between already known principals.
The necessary assumption is the existence of secure keyed hash function and a secure random number generator.
We can now format a new message. The first part is destined for the receiver, the second part for the neighbour
communication point M1.
H0=(SSAB,i | h(SSAB,i+1) | SM ) and the message encrypted by key KAB,i - M
H1=(SSAM1,i | H(SSAM1,i+1) | SM )
Each mirror Mi forwarding the message during its transmission verifies Hi, logs the message (together with H0)
and generates a new MAC
Hi+1=(SSMiMi+1,i | H(SSMiMi+1,i+1) | SM )
The whole message {M, H0, Hi+1} is sent to the next mirror/receiver. If an error is detected during verification of
the hash, the problem is reported to authorisation server that tries to detect originator of the incorrect data. The
recipient is able to verify both MACs H0 and Hi+1. When a problem is detected (the results do not equal), it is
again reported to AS.
The index of the shared secret is possible to increment after successful acknowledge of the message delivery.
The described mechanism allows us to bind subsequent messages. The data produced during such a message
exchange is possible to use for identification of a cheating principal/domain.

4.4

Logging

Trustworthiness of the scheme depends on secure logging of the traffic on all principals/domains. It must not be
possible to change order of log entries or change their content. We use the following structure of the log entries
to ensure the mentioned requirement.
•

Message ID – allows its identification in the system and it is therefore prime key of the record.

•

Type of the message

•

Recipient and receiver ID

•

ID of the neighbour that sent the message and that the message will be sent to.

•

Two MACs of the data with keys KAB, KMi-1,i

•

MAC of the message path trace

•

Time – if applicable, or ordinary number of the record

• Cumulative hash of previous log records
The most important is the cumulative hash that restricts manipulations with logs pretty well.

5 Trustworthy Hardware
Exploitation of symmetric cryptographic algorithms is vulnerable regarding storage and operation with secret
keys and shares. We hope the scheme to be as simple as possible to allow implementation of crucial operations
into cryptographic smart cards. Implementation of the scheme, where each principal uses is trustworthy
hardware module will be fulfilled next year as the second phase of the student project being solved.
The main purpose of hardware tokens will be secure logging of processed and forwarded communication traffic
and co-operation with authorisation server, when detected illegal behaviour of a principal in the scheme.

6 Conclusion
We propose a scheme for key management and message exchange that uses symmetric cryptography to the
maximum extent while preserving properties usually available seen in public key infrastructures. The system
that is actually being implemented according to the ideas described should offer simpler communication between
principals and sufficiently powerful mechanisms for detection of problems and identification of cheating
principals.
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The appropriateness of the proposed scheme is dependable on application requirements. The current proposal
tries to minimise power of TTP. It can be seen in the key agreement scheme and in the design of improper
behaviour detection. The role of the authorisation server is supposed to be primarily control.
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